
Description of Artwork

TYPE OF ART please check

Rolled Paper

Flat Paper

Mounted Paper

Rolled Canvas

Stretched Canvas        (already on 

bars)

Other (please specify)

Expected date / timeline required by

Size of art image size 
(often when prints or canvas are made a white border is left 

around the image to allow for matting or stretching) Paper size 

If your art is flat or rolled and not mounted, do you want the 

art mounted so that it remains flat over time? yes no

Is your art an original or signed and numbered? Yes no

Do you require matting? Yes no

If matting is required please specify color

How much matting do you want to see around the image?

if your image has a border around it do you want to see any 

part of it? yes no

if you answered yes to the above question, how much of the 

border do you want to see?

What type of glass do you wish to use? please check

Regular Clear

Conservation Clear

Regular Non Glare

Conservation Non Glare

Ultra View Clear

Plexi Clear

REQUEST FOR QUOTE

Please fill out the below if your art is a rolled paper, flat paper or 

mounted paper, and you would like it framed.



What type of frame are you looking for? please check

Wood

Metal

What type of backing do you want to use? Regular White Foamcore

Acid Free White Foamcore

Black Foamcore

What Color of frame are you looking for?

How wide of a frame are you looking at?

Do you need us to install the artwork into the frame? yes no

What is the size of your stretched canvas? (Please measure in 

two places on each measurements to ensure that the canvas 

is square.) Please provide the largest measurement to ensure 

What is the depth of the stretcher bars your canvas is on?

Are you wanting it framed in a floating frame or traditional 

frame? Floating Frame Traditional Frame

What Color of frame are you looking for?

How wide of a frame  are you looking for?

Please fill out the below if your art is a stretched canvas on bars


